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found a witch of Irish origin, one Ann Glover who was sentenced and hanged for practicing

mountains and steep hills--but always open to invasion from the east across the calm, narrow

In this stunning gift edition, Celtic experts Caitlin and John Matthews present inspirational

settings and story lines to keep straight. The queen of the Trooping Ones (the faeries that live in

could have been better, but the illustrations alone would make this book worth having.

reassuring touch. Controversy surrounds Fitzpatrick: Having been selected for the the Irish

lose her virginity that she surrenders it to a brisk Englishman and in the process confirms the

eccentricity of the Irish people. The brief prologue reveals an annual convocation of lunatics

Based on a series of lectures sponsored by the Capital District Humanities Project and given at

Services Program.

"O, Lay Thy Loof in Mine, Lass," and "O, Wert Thou in the Cauld Blast." Alphabetical lists of

show landscapes, people, and animals referred to in the selections. An impressive introduction

painter, a theatrical manager, and political figure. This collection reveals the poet's love for the
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painter, a theatrical manager, and political figure. This collection reveals the poet's love for the